Case Study

Leading Sporting Goods Manufacturer

Company

This company is passionate about all things to do with swimming, offering a variety of products ranging from swimming equipment and toys to traditional swimwear. Their aim is to get people all across the globe involved in the world of swimming. The top range swimwear produced by this company helps swimmers of all ages develop their skills and boost their confidence.

Need

- A stock take method to check stock level as you go
- To be able to produce a report where stock levels were wrong
- An efficient goods-in process that reduces time and error
- Accurate stock levels always

Solution

Bridge was installed
- Consignment stock is used to track products in warehouses in various locations
- The company is able to see stock and figures in one review screen
- Sales orders can be processed efficiently
- Integration into Opera has been made easier

For more information about how the Bridge Software can be used in your company please follow the links below for all our products.

BRIDGE BATCH  BRIDGE LIVE  BRIDGE MODULES

...for better Warehouse Management
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